The architectural scene in New Mexico during the decade of
the 1950s was a fascinating one. With the exception of such gifted
figures as John Gaw Meem, the new contingent of Post World
War II architects were, like their predecessors, individuals who
had come from outside of the state. As with other younger practitioners throughout the country they were, with the fewest of exceptions, passionate evangelists for the International Style
Modern. But while they shared this commitment to the Modern
with their compatriots elsewhere, they were different-and this
difference had to do with the reasons why they had been drawn to
New Mexico. The Southwest, and particularly New Mexico, entailed a strong flavor of the romantic and primitive- two
qualities which had been emphatically excluded from the Modernist ideology and visual imagery. The "feel of a specific place,"
which was so forcefully conveyed by New Mexico, was not only
the result of its natural environment, but equally it was an outcome of (especially for an Anglo) the exoticism of Native
American and Hispanic cultures (and the way in which this had
been expressed in architecture over the centuries in the Adobe
Tradition) .
For the young immigrant architect the end result of all of this
was a dramatic pull in two opposite directions . A small handful of
architects, such as George Pearl, explored from the beginning the
possibilities of being both Modernist and Traditionalist (as did the
office of John Gaw Meem in the years after 1945), but most of the
designers insisted on keeping the architectural world of Modernism and the charm of New Mexico in very separate independent
compartments. They might speak about responding to the uniqu e
environment of the place, but in the end they generall y sought to
impose a national or international image on the place.

As one would expect, this dualism was pointedly mirrored in
the new professional journal of those years, the New Mexico Architect which came on the scene in 1959 and was rena med New
Mexico Architecture beginning wit h the January/ Februa ry issue
in 1964. What New Mexico arc hitects were about at this moment
of time was reflected in an exhibition "Architecture in New Mexico," organized by the Roswell Museum and Art Center, and
discussed in the pages of the May/June issue (1959) of the
magazine. The full commitment and "up- front" presentation of
the dualism of the Modern vs the romance of the regional traditionalism occurred in the November 1959 issue when I became
editor of the magazine. My task was not only to help set a direction for the content of the magazine, but also to provide a new
layout and design. From this point on through my editorship, I
designed each issue, in addition to dealing with its contents, and
following each number through editing and production. The
November 1959 issue featured the first of a series of "Glimpses into
the Past," countered by the presentation of three houses designed
by Philippe Register, Don Schlegel and John Reed. A similar play
between the past and present continued to be a theme of the
magazine, carried on right up to the present moment.
Th e reasoning behind this play of opposites was acknowledged
in the May/June 1959 issue of the magazin e _ .. . . . to produce a
regional architecture based upon the historical and environmental
aspects of the area and on the accepta nce of the machin e and mass
producti on." This was seen as the principal problem for New Mexico architects in the decade of the 1950s, and it is even more the
probl em that architects of the Southwest face now that we are approaching the end of the 1980s.
- David Gebhard, Hon . FAlA

Cover oj first issue edited by David Gebhard.
After the first issue of the New Mexico Architect was published, I was asked by the editor, Dav id A. Thomas, to write a monthly articl e. (I believe he represented an ad agency that was contracted by the New Mexico Chapter of the AlA to perform all
editorial duties in exchange for a percentage of the revenues
generated by the sale of advertising. )
My first article appeared in the second issue, April 1959. The
editor stated, "The New Mexico Architect will carry a monthl y
report from the University of New Mexico by Prof. Schlegel. In
planning this series with Prof. Schlegel, every important facet of
arch itecture was discussed and scheduled for review . [ It must
have been a very long meeting.] Many subjects scheduled for
review are controversial in nature. The views expressed in this
report series are those of Prof. Schlegel and don't necessarily
represent the chapter's official position on such subjects."
In the first article, I stated, "the goal is not just educating prospective architects but one of educating the public, clients and
[practicing] architects as well." That statement came from an ambitious, naive and presumptuous 32-year-old graduate of MIT. I
came from the east in June of 1954, convinced of my mission: New
Mexico was the backwater of architecture, and I could change
that through education. I would convert the profession, move architecture into the 20th century-- the International style. I had sat
at the feet of the Great One and as his disciple had to preach the
gospel. (Isn't youth wonderful? Who really was converted?)
Over the next nine months the articles addressed the issues of
the gap between practice and architectural education; the
creative process; are schools training architects to meet the
demands of today's practice; technology, eclecticism with a new
vocabulary; architecture as space; and how we see buildings .
(Thirty years later and we are still asking the same questions.)
During this period, the editorial staff changed almost every
issue. Th e contract with the ad agency was discontinued and
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